
INTRODUCTION

Ossetic is the spoKen ana xuerary language of the Ossetes, a people

living in the central part of the Caucasus and constituting the basic popu-
lation of the North-Ossetic ASSR, which belongs to the Russian Federa-
tion, and of the South-Ossetic Autonomous Oblast [Region] which belongs
to the Georgian Republic.

Ossetic is genetically related to the Iranian group of the Indo-Euro-
pean family of languages. From deep antiquity (since the 7th-8th centuries

B. C), the languages of the Iranian group were distributed in a vast terri-

tory including present-day Iran (Persia), Central Asia, and Southern Rus-
sia. Ossetic is the sole survivor of the northeastern branch of Iranian

languages known as Scythian, The Scythian group included numerous tribes

in Central Asia and Southern Russia, known in ancient sources as Scythians,

Massageti, Sakas, Sarmatians, Alans, Roksolans, etc. In close relation-

ship with these tribes were the Khorezmians and the Sogdians. At the be-
ginning of our era, one of the Scytho-Sarmatian tribes, the Alans, advanced
to the Northern Caucasian Mountains and mixed with the local Caucasian
elements, thus giving rise to the Ossetic nationality. In the course of cen-

turies-long propinquity to and intercourse with Caucasian languages, Os-
setic became sinnilar to them in some features, particularly in phonetics

and lexicon. However, it retained its grammatical structure and basic lex-

ical stock; its relationship with the Iranian family, despite considerable

individual traits, does not arouse any doubt.

Among the languages of the Soviet Union belonging to the Iranian family

are also Tajik, Kurdish, Tat, Talysh, Yagnobi, and Shugni. Among those

beyond the border are Persian, Pashto, Balochi, and others.

Ossetic is divided into two main dialects: the eastern, called Ii:on,

and the Western, called Digor. The overwhelming naajority of Ossetes

speak the Iron dialect, and the literary language is based on it. The crea-

tor of the Ossetic literary language is the national poet Kosta Xetagurov
(1859-1906).
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